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These are just some of the superlatives used to describe the
Danny Kramer Event Band by people who have hired this stellar
ensemble in the past.

This band has become the Number One Choice for those look-
ing to make their Wedding, Corporate Event, or Party a smashing
success.  

With almost 900 songs in their repertoire they are able to enter-
tain any audience with the hits of the 1940’s, to Motown, Swing,
Disco, 80’s, Rock, Pop, right up to the hits of today from artists like
Beyoncé, Rihanna, Bruno Mars, Jennifer Lopez, Cee Lo Green,
Adele, Lady Gaga, Carly Rae Jepson, Taio Cruz, and many more.
This band will absolutely pack your dance floor!

Danny’s band has performed at hundreds of Weddings and Galas
both large or intimate. By offering his band in sizes from small to
large he can fit most budgets.

Danny Kramer offers many extras such as the very popular
Band/DJ Combo, or Jazzy Dinner music. He can provide for all
your entertainment needs. 

While Danny is the male lead vocalist of the group, the beauti-
ful Janine Gobeil, Jenny Butler and Luisa D’Abramo add their
powerful voices and stage presence to the mix. Together these
amazing singers offer complex and heavily layered harmonies,
which along with Carlin Lemon’s great Synth sounds, allow this
band to create perfect renditions of the songs they perform. With
Derrick Gottfried on guitar and Julian Bradford on Bass, this band
is stocked with some of the top musicians in Canada.

The Danny Kramer Event Band has a highly interactive and
entertaining show which will create an event that you and your
guests will never forget. Danny will sometimes get the whole room
singing along with the band, and may even get some people from
the crowd to join the band onstage. A truly amazing performer!

Recommended by the top event planners and hotels in
Manitoba, this band is in extremely high demand. If you would
like this incredible band to perform for your Wedding, Corporate
Event or Party call or email the contacts listed below. Don’t miss
out!

For Booking Information
Phone: 204-996-7664

Email: dannykramer1@gmail.com  
www.dannykramer.com

Christian LaRigiere and Chau Pham

Married June 23, 2012

Catering: The Fort Garry Hotel Spa & Conference Centre

Gown & Veil: Stella’s Bridal & Evening Collections

Flowers: Beyond Flowers

Rings: Diamond Gallery

Music: Danny Kramer Event Band

Procession Music: Rembrandt String Quartet

Limousines: London Limos

Photographer: Joel Ross Photography

“Unbelievable. Fantastic. Amazing. Incredible!!!!”
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Photographer: Manuel F. Sousa Photography
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Your wedding day is one of the most important days of your life and one that you will want
to remember forever. You will want photos that capture the essence of the wedding and remind
you of the people that were there as well as the way that you felt that day. That is why it is so
important that you thoroughly research and select the right photographer for you. Here are a
few factors you should consider when choosing the right professional:

Style
What style do you prefer? Do you want mostly candid shots, traditional poses, or a photo-

journalism take on your special day? If you want a combination, is the professional you select-
ed competent in all styles? Also, do you want most of your pictures in black and white or do
you prefer color? From the samples you’ve seen, do the poses look natural? Are the group shots
staged in a manner you approve of? Make sure you select a photographer that agrees with your
style and philosophy on wedding photography.

Personality
Do you like the photographer? Do your personalities “click”? Is he or she someone you want

to be around on the most important day of your life? A photographer should be patient, reliable,
friendly, professional, always smiling, and able to motivate large groups of people to assemble
for pictures. The last thing you want is someone else to add to the stress of this hectic day.

Staff
Who will actually be taking the pictures? Sometimes a wedding photography company is

staffed by multiple photographers who take turns shooting different weddings, so it is impor-
tant to find out exactly who will be coming to yours. Make sure you view samples of the work
of the photographer that will actually be covering your wedding. Also, ask whether there will
be an assistant. An assistant can be quite helpful in assembling groups or making everything
run smoothly.

Coverage
Some people want photographs from only the ceremony which would mean 1-3 hours for

the photographer, others want the works: engagement sessions, bridal photographs, rehearsal
dinner pictures, photos of the ceremony and reception, and even behind the scene takes. The
difference is usually only price but you have to find someone who is available and willing to
shoot everything you want.

Delivery
How will you receive the pictures? Can you order albums? How many proofs can you see?

Will they offer you the negatives? Or will they give you the digital files? Will it be simple for
family to order reprints? These are all very important questions to ask.

Price
When discussing

prices make sure
you understand all
of the costs. Make
sure you ask if there
are travel fees, over-
time charges, taxes,
and how much will
be covered. Also,
find out how much
reprints and albums
cost.

Write down all
your questions
before you interview
p h o t o g r a p h e r s ,
select a photograph-
er well in advance,
have all agreements
written in a contract,
and relax knowing
that you picked the
best possible wed-
ding photographer
you could find. 

Wedding Photographers: 
Choose The Right One For Your Special Day
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Darren Goertzen and Robyn Beninger

Married September 8, 2012

Photographer: Elaine Halpert Photography
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Always opulent, 
always stylish - 

Little Flower Shop
and Divine Weddings
When style and sophistication really mat-

ter, Little Flower Shop and Divine
Weddings combine their many years of
experience, passion and design to bring to
life chic sophisticated events. Having a rep-
utation in the Winnipeg wedding industry
for producing awe inspiring weddings,
Master Florist Peggy Wiebe, and Wedding
Planner Tammy Ouellet know what it takes
to bring your vision from ordinary to extra-
ordinary!

“Being a part of the wedding industry for
over ten years, I’ve worked with many cou-
ples and their families to bring together
flawless events. This is where experience
counts,” says Ouellet. Working with the
best vendors in the industry is extremely
important to bring your vision to life, so
you can relax and truly enjoy your wed-
ding day.

“It’s all about going above and beyond for
our clients,” says Wiebe. Little Flower
Shop’s wedding studio hosts the largest
inventory of event rentals in Winnipeg,
including chiavari chairs, white leather
lounge furniture, chuppahs, chandeliers
and high style centerpieces. Her couture
floral designs are the best in the industry.
“We only do fabulous!”

Exceptional service and awe inspiring
design – Little Flower Shop and Divine
Weddings raise the standard for weddings
in Winnipeg.

Mark McDonald and Justine Hayward

Married August 18, 2012

Flowers: Little Flower Shop

Linens: Planned Perfectly

Limousines: Winnipeg Limousine

Wedding Planner: Divine Weddings
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Western Canada’s Original Kosher Bakery
Serving Winnipeg’s Jewish Community since 1937
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Kelly Colter
and Tara Nemeth

Married
September 8, 2012

Flowers: 
Little Flower Shop

Linens: 
Planned Perfectly

Limousines: 
Five Star Limousine

Photographer:
Joel Ross

Photography

Wedding Planner:
Divine Weddings

Tips To Consider When
Booking A Wedding Car

1) Think about the journey you will make and who will be in the
wedding cars. It is important that you think about where the pick up
points are and exactly who you would like to be in the wedding
cars. How many bridesmaids, groomsmen, flower girls and family
members will you be having. This will determine how many wed-
ding cars you will need.

2) Think about timing and be realistic. Decide on the route of your
journey as early as possible and make sure the car company knows
exactly where you want to go. Some brides like to take a special
route to the church, maybe to pass their old school or friends’
homes, while after the ceremony, they may want to enjoy a drive
around in the wedding car before going to the reception. The wed-
ding car company will help you plan a route. It may be that you
need two cars in order to get the wedding party to the locations in
the right order and on time.

3) Book early. As you would expect, wedding car companies are
bombarded with requests for their services, particularly on
Saturdays and during the summer months. Therefore it is extremely
important that you book your wedding car well in advance of your
wedding, ideally 12 to 18 months ahead or as soon as you have set
the date.

4) Think about your dress and your comfort in the car. You need to
make sure that the wedding car is big enough to fit your dress in
comfortably, particularly if the dress has a long train.

5) Always see wedding cars before you book. You can check that
it is the actual car you will get for your wedding, and a reputable
company will be happy to invite you to their showroom to view the
cars.

6) Ask if you get exclusive use of the car. This means that the car
is not double booked and the service is focused on your wedding
day only.

7) The company should check for any disruption on the roads or
any plans for roadworks that may cause delays. The cars should be
prepared a couple of days before the wedding to ensure they are in
tip top condition and decorated in accordance with your require-
ments.
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Photographer:
Duality Photography

Videography
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Randy Senior
and Jenny Bruce

Married 
August 4, 2012

Limousines: 
London Limos

Photographer: 
Robyn Shapiro
Photography

The Advantages of Hiring
a Wedding Planner

While planning a wedding can be exciting, there is also
much stress that comes with being the bride. If you are
already working a full-time job or you are going to school
full-time, you may not have the time that you need to plan
your wedding. A wedding planner has much to offer:

Ideas: An experienced wedding planner offers you the
one thing no bride has - experience. Most wedding plan-
ners get into the business because they love weddings.
They love to dream of new and imaginative ways to stage a
wedding. This reason alone could help you break the cook-
ie cutter wedding mold. 

Knowledge of Resources: A good coordinator knows
where to find everything from wedding cakes to the favors
that you need for your wedding - saving you a ton of time.

Contract Expertise: They are familiar with wedding con-
tracts. An experienced wedding planner knows what is
standard in the wedding industry and what is not. This can
save you a lot of money. 

Professional Distance: Your wedding design consultant is
not emotionally involved in your wedding. Therefore when
they meet with your vendors they will less likely to suc-
cumb to the temptation to buy things that you do not need
to achieve your wedding dream. 

Stress Relief: A wedding planner can save you a huge
amount of stress. Not only will they do the leg work to con-
tact all your vendors, but a good one will supervise every-
thing on your wedding day so all you have to focus on is
getting yourself ready for your wedding, your new hus-
band, and generally enjoying the day with all of your loved
ones around you. 

Of course, just like anything else, the trick is to interview
prospective wedding planners just like you would any
other wedding professional. Look for experience, profes-
sional credentials, creativity, indications that their style
matches your own, and above all a willingness to listen and
help you discover the details of what you want for your big
day. 
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R. Morgan Slade and Avital Ludwig

Married June 24, 2012

Place & Catering: 
The Fort Garry Hotel Spa & Conference Centre

Flowers & Chupah: Beyond Flowers

Bridal Registry: Sharon’s Linens, China & Gifts

Photographer: Lucky Girl Photography

Wedding Planner: Events by Emma

How to Achieve Beautiful
Bridal Bouquets

Is the success or failure of the bridal bouquet simply a
quirk of fate?

Of course not.
Achieving beautiful bridal bouquets is a matter of

choosing the right florist and understanding enough
about their craft to be prepared to give them just what
they need to provide you with exactly the right bouquet.

Coordinate with the Florist
Give the florist a photograph of the gown and a

swatch of fabric from the dress. Without an actual pic-
ture it is very difficult for the florist to know for certain
what they are trying to compliment. As a general rule of
thumb, the size of the bouquet will be in proportion to
the size of the bride while the complexity of the
arrangement should be in direct contrast to the simplic-
ity or complexity of the bodice on the wedding dress.
Thus a simple bodice provides a beautiful backdrop
upon which an intricate mix of flowers can be dis-
played.

Coordinate Color
The choice of color is a personal and strategic choice.

The bride should consider what she likes, but she
should also consider the time of day, the season of the
year, and the tone of her setting.

Coordinate with Other Elements
Since the bouquet is most closely associated with the

bride it stands to reason that the bouquet’s composition,
hues, and form will set the tone for all the other floral
arrangements in the wedding. Whether you select a
wide range of flowers that all share the same hue or
choose the same flower in a range of colors, or mix and
match, your bouquet should contain elements that can
be developed into motifs. 

The florist can also tie the floral display at the recep-
tion in by placing touches of the garland in the design
of the bridal bouquet. The same is true for each of the
other floral elements in the wedding.

Fortunately, as long as the bride has chosen a florist
who knows their business and whose style is in sync
with the bride’s taste, the bride’s responsibility in this
process is merely to understand the overall plan and to
supply the information, pictures, and swatches the
florist needs to create that perfect overall plan that will
include just the right bridal bouquet for her big day.
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Leandro Zylberman and Marissa Freed

Married September 9, 2012

Place, Catering & Pastry Table: 
The Fort Garry Hotel Spa & Conference Centre

Bridesmaids Dresses: 
Stella’s Bridal & Evening Collections

Procession Music: Harp Oasis - Leslie McInnis

Flowers: McDiarmid Flowers

Rings: Diamond Gallery

Chupah & Chair Covers: Planned Perfectly

Limousines: London Limos

Bridal Registry: Sharon’s Linens, China & Gifts

Photographer: Joel Ross Photography

Videographer: film.edit crew

Wedding Planner: Soirée Event Planning



The flower girl plays a very important role
in your wedding. Not everyone has a flower
girl in their bridal party, but if you choose to
use one it is a wonderful way to get the
younger members of your family involved in
one of the most memorable days of your life.

The Flower Girl’s Role
Historically speaking, little boys and little

girls would slowly walk ahead of the bride as
they sprinkled a mixture of grains, fragrant
herbs, and flowers in her path. The herb and
grain mixture represented the hopes for the
bride’s fertility, and the future prosperity of
the bride and groom. The flowers, which have
evolved as more of a modern tradition, sym-
bolize good luck wished upon the bride and
groom.

As time progressed, the role of the flower
girl has changed a bit. Flower girls are typi-
cally aged between five and ten years old.
While many choose to have one flower girl,
some larger weddings can opt for using sev-
eral flower girls.

The Flower Girl’s Dress and Accessories
Choosing your flower girl’s dress and acces-

sories can be a fun experience for both you
and your flower girl. You may wish to have
your flower girl “help” you choose the dress,
to make the process a little more exciting for
her. If your flower girl feels as though she has
helped to choose what she will wear on the
big day, she will be much more likely to feel
comfortable and happy in the garment.

When shopping for the flower girl gown, try
to choose fabrics that are not itchy and irri-
tating for their skin and try to choose acces-
sories that will not cause a distraction for
your young flower girl. The fabric and fit of
the dress should be comfortable and easy to
wear. For a very young flower girl, it is prob-
ably a good idea to choose a slightly shorter
dress to make sure she will not trip on the
hemline during the ceremony.

It is very important to consider specific shoe
and hair options for your flower girl. Just as
with the dress, comfort and ease of wearing
should be very important considerations. Her
shoes should be extremely comfortable and
ones that she will enjoy wearing. Ideally, you
should allow your flower girl to wear the
shoes a few times before the wedding, so she
can get used to the way they feel.

Tips to Help your Flower Girl enjoy Her
Part in the Wedding

Your flower girl is usually aged ten or
below, and for a young child, attending a
wedding and playing a part in the wedding
ceremony, is both exciting and overwhelm-
ing. Here are some tips on making the flower
girl’s role more enjoyable for her.

• Choose two or three flower girls. Being
able to walk together down the aisle will
boost the confidence of all the girls, and hav-
ing several flower girls definitely increases

the cuteness factor as well!
• It is best if your flower girl is at least four

or five years old. Any younger than this and
she may be too confused or intimidated to
enjoy the day.

• Consider buying her a picture book about
being a flower girl. Read her the book and
then ask her if she would like to be your
flower girl! This can be a lovely bonding
experience and a great way of helping your
flower girl understand her role.

• Ask one of your bridesmaids to be the
flower girl’s “buddy.” The buddy can make
sure your flower girl uses the restroom before
the ceremony begins, and can provide help if
there are any last minute dress adjustments,
or if your flower girl suddenly has an attack of
the jitters.

• Give your flower girl plenty of opportuni-
ties to practice her role, so that she can be as
relaxed and calm as possible on the wedding
day.

• Try not to put too much pressure on your
flower girl to get everything perfect. After all,
if your flower girl runs up the aisle instead of
walking, or throws out all her petals at the
beginning of the aisle, your guests will only
think it’s cute!
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Preserve Your Wedding Gown
& Your Memories

Have your Gown
Cleaned & Restored by

276 Marion St.

237-3978

Marion Cleaners

Available at

kkeennaassttoonn vviillllaaggee mmaallll
11885577bb ggrraanntt aavveennuuee
448888--88009999  448888--88110011

The Role of the Flower Girl in a Wedding
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Married: June 9, 2012

Flowers: Beyond Flowers

Music: Danny Kramer Event Band

Invitations & Calligrapher:  Paper Gallery

Hair & Makeup: Salon One One Eleven (formerly Sets On Fort)

Bridal Registry: Sharon’s Linens, China & Gifts

Limousines: London Limos

Photographer: Elaine Halpert Photography



Using Wedding Candles 
to Set the Mood

As any bride knows, candles are an
integral part of any ceremony and
reception. They have so many uses that
it’s important you choose yours as care-
fully as you would choose your dress!

Some couples use candles in a unity
wedding ceremony, where the bride
and the groom hold a tapered candle
each, representing their separate lives
before they met, as together they light a
unity candle to show their union into a
merged life. 

If either the bride or groom or both
have children, then they can be
involved in the wedding at this point by all having their own can-
dles.

Wedding candles offer a romantic element to the affair, and cre-
ate a calm and peaceful environment so that you don’t have to have
bright lights glaring down on you and your guests. It doesn’t matter
if you’re having a day or evening wedding, wedding candles add an
ambiance no other piece of decor can. 

Some couples even use
floating wedding candles if
they’re getting married
beside a pool

Even if you’re having an
indoor wedding, you can
still incorporate the floating
wedding candle idea into
your ceremony or reception
by placing the candle in a
clear glass vase or container
decorated to match your
wedding theme. 

Tea-light candles can be strategically placed around the event to
add a subtle charm and even scent, if you opt to invest in aromatic
wedding candles.

The holders for your wedding candles are every bit as important
as the candles themselves. You can choose plain holders that will
blend in to the background, or wedding candle holders that match
your theme. 

A candle wedding favor can also be a wonderful gift to give to
your guests or bridal party. You can have the candle holder engraved
with their name or a special message showing your appreciation to
them for their participation in your special day.
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Jirah Dueck and
Virgina Bilinski

Married 
June 2, 2012

Procession Music: 
Harp Oasis - 

Leslie McInnis

Place, Catering & 
Chair Covers: 
The Fort Garry

Hotel Spa &
Conference Centre

Makeup: Ten Spa 
at the Fort Garry

Photographer: 
Manuel F. Sousa

Photography

204.488.7155
harpoasis@hotmail.com

www.harpoasis.com

Harpist

wedding...
Ceremonies

Receptions



The days of a simple white or ivory wedding
gown are all but gone. Today, it is becoming
more and more widely accepted to add color
to designer wedding gowns. Modern design-
er wedding gowns offer a wide variety of
hues and accent colors as a refreshing alter-
native to the traditional white wedding dress.
The addition of color to designer wedding

gowns has allowed many a bride to walk
down the aisle comfortable in their own
unique personal style.

Traditionally, white or ivory has been the
primary color for wedding gowns. This trend
supposedly began around 1840 when
England’s Queen Victoria tied the knot in that
color. From the moment Victoria married,
white and ivory quickly became the color to
be married in. Before that, women chose
their “best dress” to wear on their wedding
day. The dress did not necessarily have to be
either white or ivory. History truly does
repeat itself, even if it is fashion history.

Color Allows for Options
Contemporary wedding designers know

that varying shades of white is no longer
mandatory when it comes to making a beau-
tiful wedding dress. The best designers are
constantly reinventing the wedding gown to
have the best of both worlds, the essence of
that dream dress that so many brides have
and a fresh, modern, and contemporary look.
Best of all, adding color to designer wedding
gowns has given brides so many more
options for their special day.

Adding color to a designer wedding gown
obviously allows for a more creative look, but
also allows the bride to incorporate even
more of her own personal style. The wedding
gown’s color can coordinate with the wed-
ding color scheme and make it even more
romantic for the couple. Popular colors today
include red, bright burgundy, pink, lavender,
and blue. Blue is also a popular choice, as it
alleviates the “something blue” that a bride
must find. (Remember, the “something blue”
allows the couple to enjoy a lifelong devo-
tion to each other and fidelity.)

Adding Color to a White Gown
If you have found the perfect wedding

gown, but it is pristine snow-white, here are
some suggestions on how to add color. You
would not want to dye the dress and risk ruin-
ing it, but you can add color to an already
white wedding gown by making a trip to your
favorite dressmaker. 

A trained professional will be able to help
you come up with some fabulous ideas on
adding color to your white wedding gown. A
great, inexpensive way to add a burst of color
to a designer wedding gown is to add piping
or a lace overlay in the color of your choice.
This doesn’t even have to be a permanent
addition, which is even better. (A temporary
color addition may be a good idea if you
hope to pass the dress down to a daughter
some day.)

If You Are Intimidated by Color
Many brides long for that unique wedding

gown but are intimidated by adding such a
bold color statement to the dress. It is impor-
tant to keep a clear head about it and remem-
ber that it is your special day. Whatever you
prefer in regards to your wedding gown is
perfectly acceptable. However, if you are not
ready to take the plunge (aside from tying the
knot) think about adding color to your
designer wedding gown by doing it through
accessories.
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Eli Herscovitch Band
"Making beautiful music for over twenty years!"

Available as a
Duo, Trio, or Quartet!

We play all your
favourite styles of music!

Cost Competitive! elimusic@mts.net
489-5267
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Adding Color to Elegant Bridal Gowns
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All the planning, organizing, perfecting, time, 

and money comes down to one day.   
On your special day you can’t leave anything to chance. Let our 
“experience” guide you through your entire event from start to finish. 
Cherry Tree Productions provides music and entertainment services
for weddings and can also take care of everything else going on that
evening so you can sit back, relax and enjoy.
Looking for that extra special something? Cherry Tree Productions
can give your party the extra kick it needs to make your event even
more memorable.
Experience is EVERYTHING!  Our seasoned professional staff bring
that experience to your event.
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Get the Groom Involved
Considering the multitude of details

to iron out when planning a wedding,
it is easy to see how those who are
planning the wedding can get over-
whelmed. For many weddings, the
bride does the majority of the plan-
ning. However, getting the groom
involved can help you enjoy the expe-
rience and bond as a couple. One way
that you may want to consider getting
the groom involved is by letting him
help plan the wedding invitations.

It takes some of the load off your
shoulders

Planning the menu, hiring the wedding
band or DJ, finding a dress, tasting
cakes…there are tons of little things that need
to be done before your big day. Giving your
husband-to-be some tasks is a great way to
take off some of the pressure. 

Your finance will have a fresh perspective
After looking at wedding invitation after

wedding invitation for days or weeks, they
can all start to look the same. After you have
narrowed it down to your top five or ten
favorites, ask your groom to step in and help
make the final choice. All you need is a fresh
pair of eyes – and your husband-to-be can
help you in that department.

It gets your groom involved
Some of the wedding decisions might be a

big deal for you. For example, maybe you
have always wanted bouquets of tiger lilies
for you and your bridesmaids to carry down
the aisle. It is easy to steamroll your groom on
many decisions, but that isn’t really fair. After
all, weddings are only possible with two peo-
ple!

It’s a learning experience
In the near future, you and your new hus-

band will have to compromise on many of
your family decisions. Use your wedding as a
starting point. 

No matter how long you have been dating,
there are still things you do not know about
your groom. Get to know him even better
during the planning process and use this
experience to practice the art of compromise.

Even if the groom is not overly involved in
the wedding planning, that does not mean he
doesn’t have any opinions. After all, this
might be the bride’s day, but it will also be
one of the most important days in the groom’s
life as well.
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Scott Nickel and Kim Reimer

Married June 23, 2012

Hair & Makeup: Salon One One Eleven (formerly Sets On Fort)

Limousines: Bada Bing Bus

Photographer: Manuel F. Sousa Photography
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Jordan Farber and Isanne Schacter

Married August 5, 2012

Flowers: McDiarmid Flowers

Chupah: 
Planned Perfectly & McDiarmid Flowers

Music: Danny Kramer Event Band

Hair & Makeup: Tonic Spa & Hair

Tuxedos: Lionetti Clothier

Chair Covers: Planned Perfectly

Limousines: London Limos

Photographer: Lucky Girl Photography

Wedding Planner: Soirée Event Planning

Private Consultations available for the
Groom and the Groomsmen.

215 Stafford St.  
204.475.0063

598 Corydon Ave.
488-8188 or 7040

Thank you for your patronage in 2012.
 We wish you and your family

all the best in 2013!



(NewsUSA) - Getting engaged is a
very personal and intimate experience
for a couple. But for many guys, the
purchase of the engagement ring can
be a bit overwhelming. Color, clarity,
cut, carat weight - there’s a lot to con-
sider! But by understanding the basics
of diamonds and keeping the future
bride in mind, guys can find the
process of selecting a ring much less
daunting.

Know the 4Cs. Men should always consider the color, clarity, cut and
carat weight of a diamond. Color and clarity, less commonly under-
stood, are critical to the quality of the stone. Choose a diamond valued
higher on both the color and clarity grading scales to limit the presence
of color and unwanted inclusions. Carat and cut, on the other hand,
are personal preferences. Keep the bride’s personality in mind to select
a size and a shape that will complement her style.

Get certified. To guarantee the diamond’s authenticity and quality, be
sure to purchase a diamond that is certified. The diamond’s certificate
outlines all the individual characteristics of the stone, including the
4Cs, serving as proof of the diamond’s identity and value.

Be unique. For many women, an engagement ring is their most trea-
sured piece of jewelry, so it’s important that it is special and unique. A
rose gold band or colored side stones, for example, can accent a tra-
ditional ring with a touch of color. To personalize the piece further,
consider custom designing a one-of-a-kind ring tailored to the bride’s

individual style.
A final piece of

advice: Remember
what the ring signi-
fies. With so much
to bear in mind, it
can be easy to lose
the romance of
selecting an
engagement ring. 

Although it is
valuable to know
the basics of a dia-
mond, what’s most
important is for
men to remember
the reason they’re
buying it.
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Piotr Stromecki and Danielle Leitch

Married August 18, 2012

Place: Terrace in the Park (Formerly Terrace 55)

Flowers: McDiarmid Flowers

Chair Covers: Planned Perfectly

Limousines: London Limo

Photographer: Manuel F. Sousa Photography

Wedding Planner: Soirée Event Planning

A Guy’s Guide to Selecting the
Perfect Engagement Ring
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Mike
Schludermann

and Traci
Block

Married June
22, 2012

Limousines:
Five Star

Limousine

Photographer: 
Elaine Halpert
Photography
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There are many wonderful
things that you can do for
your wedding that will show
a beautiful and cohesive
sense of coordination within
your entire wedding and
bridal party. As a bride, you
can plan for many aspects of
your wedding to match, and
look great together. Planning
a wedding can be a brilliant
way to stretch your creativity,
your organization, and your
flirty and fun sense of style.
With endless options to work
with when planning a wed-
ding - from dress options to
favors and gifts for your
bridal party - you are about
to embark on an extremely
exciting process!

When planning a cohesive
wedding it is important to
make sure that everything
and everyone matches the core primary col-
ors you have chosen for your wedding theme.
For most weddings, the bridesmaids, grooms-
men, flower girl and ring bearer are all taken
care of first, ensuring that their dresses and
tuxedos are stunning and matching, and that
everyone walking down the aisle look great
together. However, the mother of the bride
and mother of the groom are two very impor-
tant women that are sometimes left behind
while the bride is focused on the main com-
ponents of her wedding party. 

The father of the bride and the father of the
groom usually wear suits that match those of
the groomsmen, so dressing them is easy! The
mother of the bride and groom, however, are
going to need to wear something as special as
they are. Many brides overlook this opportu-
nity to also have these two very important
women match with their wedding party.

If you are a bride that would like to have
many aspects of your wedding match, a great
way to make sure that your day is entirely
perfect, and that your pictures are elegant, is
to have matching dresses for the mother of
the bride and the mother of the groom. This is
something that you can accomplish easily,
usually with only one shopping trip.

There are several things to think about
when you are looking for matching mother of
the bride and mother of the groom dresses.
First, you want to think about the color
scheme. Many brides are very particular
about what colors they want to use on their
special day, and this can include the way that
their parents are dressed. Therefore, many

brides will choose colors
for their mothers that are
derivations of the colors
that the bridesmaids are
wearing. A lighter or dark-
er shade, for example,
can make sure that the
mothers stand out while
also matching the wed-
ding party in certain
aspects. It is important,
however, that you do not
put your mothers in a
white or off white color,
and to be wary when it
comes to dressing them in
black. You should only
use black for a very for-
mal evening wedding, of
if one of your wedding
colors is black.
Otherwise, try to stick to
the same general color
scheme as the rest of the

wedding party to get complete cohesiveness.
Another aspect of the mother of the bride

and groom dresses to think about is the style
of gown. When picking out dresses, you want
to take the age of your mothers into consid-
eration, and make sure that they are comfort-
able in the dress they are wearing. 

Even though you might think it would look
nice to have them in the same style of dress
as your bridesmaids, you want to be sure that
they are comfortable
in wearing that type
of dress. 

Your mothers, who
are probably older
than your brides-
maids, might not
feel comfortable
wearing a dress like
a chiffon strapless A-
line with a pleated
bust and ruched
waist. 

Also, try to keep
their own general
wardrobe selection
in mind as well, and
make sure their
input is taken into
consideration when
choosing a dress.

If the two women
have opposite tastes
and cannot agree on
the same gown, try
getting them a dress
that is the same
color with slight
alterations. 

For example, if the
mother of the groom
does not want to
wear strapless but
the mother of the
bride feels comfort-
able in it, get them
the same colored
dress and have the
mother of the groom
wear an adorable
chiffon jacket over
her shoulders.
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Coordinating Mother of the Bride and
Mother of the Groom Dresses

Congratulations to all the Newlyweds

from The

RON PALEY
Big Band

Call RON at 256-4226

Thank you for letting us be 
part of your celebrations

��������	���	
����	������
“First Class Transportation Since 1970”

Phone:  204.981.4100

1-866-834-2790 Toll Free

Email: winnipeglimo@hotmail.com

www.winnipeglimousine.com
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Ryan Gibson and
Arielle Goldman

Smith

Married 
December 2, 2012

Place & Chupah:
Temple Shalom

Synagogue

Rings: City
Jewellers

Photographer:
Robyn Shapiro
Photography

Groomsmen Gifts
Your groom: the man of your dreams and the object of your affec-

tions. The one you would willingly spend the rest of your life with.
These all describe the man that is your groom. And when you accept
a particular person, you also accept everything that comes with that
person. A couple’s family and friends are part of the wedding cele-
bration. You have your bridesmaids; your man has his groomsmen.
And just as you want to show your gratitude to your girlfriends by
giving them gifts, so will your groom. That is why we have the
groomsmen gifts.

They are your man’s buddies; your man’s men. If your bridesmaids
are willing to go to the ends of the earth to help you with the wed-
ding details and to lend you emotional support, your groom’s men
are also the ones that help him in every step of the way. They are the
closest friends of the man you will spend your life with, and thus, it
is not uncommon to give them presents during or after the wedding
as a way to say thank you. It is a thank you for being the support that
your man might have needed, and for helping shape him into the
man you now love.

There are many gift items that you can choose from. You could go
practical or fun; you could go for purely manly items or more gen-
eral, everyday ones. You could choose to personalize these items or
to give them as they are.

The wedding is a one-time event, yet the friendship that has fos-
tered between your man and his buddies has been going on for a
long time. So on that one very special day, it is a way to say thank-
you.
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Eric Boulet and 
Jennifer Hutlet

Married June 9, 2012

Hair: Hair Obsessions

Rings: Ben Moss Jewellers

Photographer: 
Manuel F. Sousa

Photography



Bridesmaid Dresses 
Your Friends Will Love

Being asked to be a bridesmaid
is a great honor but it can some-
times be frustrating when it comes
to picking out a dress. So, as a
new bride-to-be, consider the
feelings that you have had your-
self, if you were ever a brides-
maid, and think about them when
choosing their dresses.
Consider Your Bridesmaids’ Sizes

and Skin Tones
It is a great idea to find a style

and color that flatters a wide
range of sizes and skin tones.
Remember, your bridesmaids may
not all be the same shape, build, or have the same complexion.
Everyone is different and what looks good on you may not look good
on all of your friends.

Consider Price
The bridesmaids typically pay for their own dresses and this is why

it is best to look for something elegant but not overly expensive. A
good way to begin choosing a dress is to ask each of your brides-
maids what they may feel comfortable spending on the dress and
work from there. You can also pick a day to spend with your friends

to discuss this important aspect of the wed-
ding. During this meeting, you can browse
the internet, bridal magazines or bridal cat-
alogs to find a dress that matches every-
one’s budget. This is a great option to con-
sider because you know that everyone par-
ticipated in making the final decision.
Finding bridesmaid dresses that your friends
may use again is an excellent way of maxi-
mizing their expenditures. 

Consider the Bridesmaids’ Opinions
Do not be afraid to ask your friends what

they think of different bridesmaid dress
options. You may go shopping with them for
other clothes and shoes, so why not involve
them in the bridesmaid dress shopping? An
interesting option is to let each bridesmaid
choose a dress that flatters her figure but
keeps within your overall color and fabric
scheme. You may lose uniformity, but your
bridal party should be comfortable and
happy.
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Tom Lindstrom and Moya Chirsky

Married October 26, 2012

Gown & Veil: Stella’s Bridal & Evening Collections

Makeup: 2 Chicks and a Bag of Makeup

Rings: Ben Moss Jewellers

Photographer: Robyn Shapiro Photography
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(NAPSI)—Feeling
happier at home
may hinge on some-
thing as simple as
repainting the walls.
Different colors
affect your mood,
your energy and
your efficiency in
different ways.
Changing the shade
of paint in your bed-
room, kitchen or home office can be a big improvement. Here are
some ideas to color your world.

Select a few of your favorite things, such as artwork or fabric in fur-
niture upholstery, and use their colors throughout your home. This will
place the focus on things you enjoy.

If you tend to be easily distracted, you may need home office colors
to surround you in soft, muted tones that relax, calm and help you get
down to work. But if you find motivation difficult, you may want to go
with warm, bright colors like yellow or red to stimulate focus and
energy.

Cool colors such as blues, greens and purples are passive in nature,
receding into the background. They don’t distract or disturb and can
help to quiet the nerves, lift the spirits and soothe the soul.

Natural, restful, yet rejuvenating, green is perhaps one of the best
colors to use in spaces where the main goals are thinking and cre-
ativity, such as a study area. Ranging from soft, subtle sages, to sooth-
ing sea greens, to the deep, dignified forest and hunter shades, greens
ease stress, stimulate the thought process, and promote feelings of bal-
ance and harmony. Most people find green a very pleasant, relaxing
color, so it can be a good choice for the bedroom.

Large spaces feel more intimate and inviting when painted a warm
golden tone.

Warm colors such as reds, yellows and oranges are active and actu-
ally visually advance toward you, making rooms painted in these hues
seem more intimate and cozy. Warm hues are also cheerful and invig-
orating, great for a child’s playroom, man cave or family room. A
warm color on the ceiling has the effect of bringing tall or high ceil-
ings down to a more intimate, human scale.

Representing peacefulness, white can give an open, spacious feeling.
Soft, muted or tinted whites are good choices for main wall colors. Use
bright whites for trim and moldings to create a crisp, clean look.

A dark color painted at the end of a hallway can have the effect of
stretching the space, making the wall seem farther away.

Soothing and comforting, neutrals make a great background. Neutral
colors can be unify-
ing when there is an
eclectic mix of col-
ors and décor styles
in one room.

Grays are subtle
and sophisticated,
while taupe and
beige are versatile
and work well with
many other colors.

Neutral red and
brown warm up an
overall space or can
be used on their
own for a feature
wall to create an
area of interest.
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1040 Waverley Street
989-7277

Showroom hours:
9 am - 5 pm Monday - Saturday
9 am - 9 pm Thursday

Clever Ways To Color Your World

Stylish kitchen upgrade solutions for less
(NC) -  Here are five design secrets that will help you achieve an

affordable kitchen upgrade:
1. Update the look of your cabinets.  A fresh coat of paint or a

new colour on your cabinets can transform a kitchen – giving it a
completely fresh look and feel. When painting wood cabinets,
choose an oil-based enamel paint for a longer-lasting finish that is
easy to clean.  

2. Go from boring backsplash to bistro-chic. Upgrade a back-
splash with a few coats of chalkboard paint.  This usable chalkboard
surface is a playful and interactive way to add personal flare to a
kitchen.

3. Make the switch to stainless. A suite of stainless steel appli-
ances is a great way to increase the value of your kitchen – not to
mention transforming the overall style.

4. Showcase personal trea-
sures. Try framing recipes from
a favourite cookbook or
cooking photos you have taken
in the past – this will transform
the kitchen from a functional
space to one with individual
style.

5. Freshen up. Adding a
punch of colour and the aroma
of flowers or herbs in the
kitchen brings the space to life.
Freshly cut or potted flowers
brighten a kitchen and make
the space welcoming.

Tip: Use old water jugs or
mason jars as vases for added
personal flare.

Kitchenware StoreKitchenware StoreWinnipeg’s bestWinnipeg’s best 485 Berry Street 

BRIDAL REGISTRY & GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

Mon. - Fri. 10 am - 6 pm        
Sat. 10 am - 5 pm 

Sun. 12 pm - 4 pm

953-2345

International cookware, glassware, 
cooking utensils, and small appliances



(NC)—While the pur-
chase of smaller homes
is becoming more popu-
lar, large-scale master
bedrooms continue to
remain on-trend, as they
offer an escape from the
real world. 

Here are some tips on
how to create the perfect
retreat in your bedroom:  

Atmosphere: Leave the
world outside and the
items that remind you of
it.  

The master bedroom should be tidy and clutter-free, offering a place
to de-stress and find solace. 

Replace cell
phones and com-
puters better suit-
ed for a home
office with can-
dles and photos
of loved ones. 

F u r n i t u r e :
Keeping with the
streamlined look,
furnish the room
with essential ele-
ments only.  

An oversized
bed with lots of
pillows offers a

comfortable escape and focal point.  
Additional furnishings such as “his and hers” bedside

tables provide a place for personal items and an armoire
can host a television, decorative books and photographs. 

Window Treatments: The right window treatments can
soften harsh light and provide privacy for a restful envi-
ronment and maybe even a touch of romance.   

Decorative Accents: Brighter, airy colours such as yel-
lows and warm blues invoke a sense of warmth and hap-
piness.  

Using a fresh coat of paint in these colours can dramat-
ically alter the look of a room.  

Add an inspirational element using paintings from
places around the world
where you have traveled or
hope to. 

Bath: Luxury still res-
onates with the master
bath.  “His and hers” vani-
ties remain popular as well
as relaxing soaking tubs.
Aromatherapy candles and
oversized, fluffy towels add
both a functional and deco-
rative element. 

With these tips, you will
be dreaming in your bed-
room both night and day.
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Give your home,
and your 
renovation budget 
a whole 
new look.

DirectBuy is the new way to buy, a way for you to get what you want and not have

to settle for what you think you can afford. With hundreds of thousands of products

from over 500 of the biggest brands in Canada, DirectBuy is the only place that

combines your unique style, with our unbeatable savings.

Winnipeg 

V79

In a perfect world things cost less. Welcome to our world.

For a FREE information package and Visitor’s Pass, 

call 204-788-0442
visit winnipeg.directbuy.com

Scan Here:

Bedrooms fit for a dream


